"There is no one who loves pain itself, who seeks after it and wants to have it, simply because it is pain..."

Registrations 0800-0845 Wednesday, May 22nd 2019
(Nevada EMS division on hand for Image Trend assistance)

0845-0900 Nevada EMS division - Updates from the Division

0900-1000 The Suicidal Mind to Resilient Mind - Natasha Lukasiewich
(DNP learner, MSN, HHP, RN, CCRN-K, CFRN, CEN, EMS-RN, LNC)

1015-1115 Self Care - Joshua Wenner
Entrepreneur, Veteran, Advisor, and Emotional Resilience Expert

1130-1230 The Heart of Public Safety - Darryl Cleaveland
TMCC Public Safety Director

1245-1330 Emotional Trauma Response - Deb Daily
EMS Training Center of Southern Nevada, NRP, Paramedic
Assisting responders of the Mass Incidents

* Nevada EMS division on hand for Image Trend assistance before and after summit